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I. TNTR~DUCTI~N 0 NE of the major techniques for designing systems that are robust with respect to modeling uncertainties is the minimax approach, in which the goal is the optimization of worst-case performance. Early applications of game theoretic concepts to communications problems can be found, for example, in the classical estimation studies of Yovits and Jackson [51] and Carlton and Follin [7] . However, the statistical works of Huber in estimation [19] and hypothesis testing [20] are generally regarded as the starting point of the area of minimax robustness, which has been applied successfully to a long sequel of problems in detection and estimation, e.g., the works of Martin and Schwartz [30] , Kassam and Thomas [21] , and El-Sawy and Vandelinde [ll] in signal detection; Martin [31] , and Price and Vandelinde [37] in stochastic approximation; Kuenetsov [27] , Kassam et al. [23] , Poor [35] , and Verdti and Poor [48] in matched filtering; Kassam a&d Lim [22] , Poor [34] , and Vastola and Poor [43] in Wiener filtering; and D'Ap- Manuscript received September 16, 1982; revised September 9, 1983 . This research was supported in part by the U.S. Army Research Office under Contract DAAG29-81-K-0062 and in part by the U.S. Office of Naval Research under Contract N00014-81-K-0014. Portions of this paper were presented at the 1982 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theorv. Les Arcs. France. June 21-25.1982 , and at the 22nd IEEE Conference &I Decision and Ccktrol, San Antonio, TX, December [14] [15] [16] 1983 .
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In these works, a common structure can be identified in the form of a game in which a certain performance function depends on the elements selected by the minimizing and maximizing players from a pair of prespecified sets containing the uncertain quantities of the model and the admissible design strategies. Motivated by the applications considered here, the elements of the uncertainty set and of the set of design strategies will henceforth be referred to as operating points and filters, respectively. The cases in which there exists an amenable analytical solution for finding robust filters are those for which saddle points exist. A filter H and an operating point P are said to form a saddle point if, fixing P, any filter different from H has worse performance, i.e., H is the optimal filter for P, and if, fixing H, any operating point different from P gives better performance, i.e., H has its worst performance when P is present. If there exists such a filter H, then it is the sought-after minimax robust filter, because its worst-case performance is attained at P and any other filter has worse behavior at P. Further, suppose that we use optimal filters for every operating point in the uncertainty class, then P is the element whose filter achieves the worst optimal performance, and hence it is referred to as the least favorable operating point. Note that the saddle point property is not necessary for the robust filter to exist; however, if it holds, the robust filter has the convenient feature of being the optimal filter for one of the operating points (the least favorable) and of performing better at any other point.
In this paper we consider the robustness problem for a general game and we present a systematic approach that can be used for finding minimax robust solutions in diverse applications. Due to the fact that the computation of least favorable points is often a conceptually straightforward optimization problem, it is of interest to obtain conditions on the performance functional and on the maximizing and minimizing sets under which the optimal filter of every least favorable operating point is minimax robust. It turns out that the concept of a regular pair of filter and operating point introduced here provides a useful sufficient condition on convex functionals over convex uncertainty sets for the above implication to hold. This result generalizes the approach taken by Huber (and followed in a number of OOlS-9448/84/0300-0328$01.00 01984 IEEE subsequent works) in his precursory solution of the statistical problem of robust estimation of location [19] , in which he extended to a non-Bayesian functional the well-established (see, e.g., [6] , [28] ) method of obtaining minimax procedures by using Bayes' solutions with respect to least favorable a priori distributions.
Even though the technique of using least favorable points in solving for minimax filters can be employed quite generally, it is possible either that the conditions that validate it are too stringent for the particular problem under consideration, or simply that it is computationally more advantageous to obtain directly a saddle point solution. Thus, this latter approach is also considered here, taking into account the further complexity introduced by the fact that several types of uncertainties occur simultaneously in many of the problems that arise in practice.
The application of these results relating to general types of games is illustrated by means of the study of several problems in signal processing: a) matched filtering, b) linear minimum mean-square-error filtering, c) quadratic detection, and d) output energy filtering, when there are uncertainties in their respective signal and noise models. The emphasis in the study of each of these problems is in the characterization of saddle point solutions and in the investigation of the conditions that ensure the validity of the computation of minimax filters using least favorable operating points.
II. GENERALRESULTS

A. Formulation and Definitions
Given some external situation (operating point) and a processing device (filter), a quantitative measure of performance is assigned. The classical filtering problem consists of finding a filter which maximizes that figure of merit for a given operating point. As discussed in the Introduction, when the actual operating point is not known exactly, one of the possible alternatives to the classical design approach is to search for a system that provides an optimum lower bound of performance, i.e., a minimax system. The goal of this section is to present some general tools that can be applied in a variety of design situations involving uncertain operating points.
Denote by &'a space of filters, and by 1 a space of operating points. The payoff function M is a real functional M:2vX%+lR.
(2.1) Suppose that H c .%'is the set of allowable filters and Q c L?C' is the set of possible operating points (i.e., the uncertainty class). According to the standard terminology, the triple (H, Q, M) will be referred to as a game, in which the function M is maximized over H and minimized over Q. The following definitions will be used: a) h*(q) is an optimal filter for q E Q if M(h*(q), q) = M*(q) A sup M(h, q i.e., if optimal filters are used for every operating point in the uncertainty class, then qL is the element that achieves the worst optimal performance. e) (hL, qL) E H X Q is a saddle point solution to the game (H, Q, M) if h, is the optimal filter for qL, h, = h*( qL), and qL is the worst operating point for h,, qL = q*( hL), i.e., (hL, qL) is a saddle point if for
Note that none of the concepts defined above need exist or need be unique for a particular game.
f) (h,, qL) E H X Q is a regular pair for (H, Q, M) if, for every q E Q such that q, = (1 -a)q, + cxq E Q for (Y E [0, 11, we have M*(a) -M(h,, 4,) = o(h (2.7) i.e., the difference of performance achieved by the optimal filter at q, (a point a-close to qL) and by h, at q,, divided by (Y, goes to 0 when (Y J. 0.
If (h,, qL) is a saddle point solution to the game (H, Q, M), then h, is the sought-after minimax robust filter for (H, Q, M), because its worst-case performance is attained at qL and no other filter gives better behavior at qL. Further, since qL is the worst operating point of its optimal filter, qL is the least favorable operating point for (H, Q, M). The reverse implication does not hold, i.e., a minimax robust filter and a least favorable operating point do not need to form a saddle point solution; here, however, we will focus attention on the existence and characterization of minimax robust filters that form saddle points, and in Subsection II-D some results that relax this restriction will be presented. Subsection II-E is devoted to the softminimax approach, by means of which a further degree of freedom is introduced in order to mitigate the conservative- Proof: The left inequality in the definition of a saddle ness of the minimax robust approach in modeling some point (2.6) is satisfied for every regular pair, because practical situations. Subsection II-F discusses briefly the particularizing the regularity condition (2.7) for q = qL, it inverse minimax problem, whose goal is the characteriza-follows that tion of uncertainty sets for which a given filter is minimax robust. M*tq,) = Mth,, qd, (2 Once the problem of existence of saddle point solutions to the game is elucidated, the question that arises is how to carry out the actual computation of such saddle points. In addition to numerical minimax algorithms applicable in general for finite dimensional cases (cf.
[9], [IS]), the specific characteristics of our robustness problems allow several alternatives for the characterization of saddle point solutions. We will focus attention on two such approaches. a) Search for Least Favorable Operating Points: Under the fulfillment of the sufficient conditions given by Theorem 2.1, the search for saddle point solutions is equivalent to the search for least favorable operating points. In general, this need not be easier than the original problem of finding a minimax robust filter. However, as explained above, the usual existence of an explicit expression for M*( .) reduces the search for least favorable operating points to a convex minimization problem. At this point, a directional derivative approach can be used ([5] , [19] , [35] ) by means of which an operating point qL E Q is sought such that (2.11) holds for every q E Q. b) Search for Worst Operating Points: The definition of saddle point solution suggests a direct method for finding or checking such solutions. In the first place, we suppose that the solution of the problem of finding an optimal filter for a given operating point is given by the classical theory. If we can find a worst operating point for a given filter (in general, there exists a family of those), then we obtain a set of two equations in two unknowns h, and qL, whose solution exists if and only if a saddle point solution exists. Focusing attention on the search for worst operating points, a case that arises very frequently in robust filtering problems is that in which several kinds of uncertainties are present (e.g., the operating point is a pair of signal and noise spectra). In this case suppose that the game (H, Q, M) has the following characteristics:
Q is the Cartesian product of independent uncertainty classes Q = Q, x Q2; the payoff function can be put in the form
(2.15) with F(. , h, q2): R + R, nondecreasing for every (h, qd E H x Qz. Then it follows that q?(h) E arg q2;lfh a) and (2.16)
This procedure can be repeated with Q, and f (h, ql), until the components of the worst operating point corresponding to all separable uncertainties have been solved indepen-331 dently. This approach of decoupling the minimization of (2.3) into several minimizations for every uncertainty subclass turns out to be very convenient in applications because the solution of the robustness problem in which several separable uncertainties are present can be carried out by solving a set of problems in which there is only one type of uncertainty at a time. In Appendix I the process of finding worst operating points is illustrated for a specific uncertainty class of considerable interest in robustness.
D. Interchangeable Games
When a saddle point solution does not exist for the original game (or its existence cannot be proven with the available theory), a possible way of using the results presented above is to introduce a different game with the same minimax robust filter solution and for which a saddle point solution does exist. To this end, we will define two games (H, Q, M) and (K, P, N) to be interchangeable if they have a common minimax robust filter. The following result provides a special case of interchangeable games that is very useful in applications.
Lemma 2.2: Suppose that the games (K, P, M) and (H, Q, M) are such that a) QcPcd;KcHcX,
for every q E P, If there exists a saddle point solution to (K, P, M) then both games are interchangeable.
Proof: For (K, P, M) and (H, Q, M) with the above properties, and every (h,, qL) E K X P we have inf M(h,, q) q=p
The first and second inequalities follow from Q c P and h, E K c H, the third inequality holds for any game, the equality follows from assumptions b) and c) and the last inequality from qL E P. If (hL, qJ is a saddle point solution to (K, P, M) then h, is a minimax robust filter for (K, P, M) and we have that the left and right sides of (2.20) are equal, and therefore the inequalities in that equation are transformed into equalities. In particular
and consequently, h L is a minimax robust filter for (ff, Q, W. 0
The introduction of different sets for the original game (H, Q, M) as given by the previous result is justified in the following way. If the optimal filters for all the operating points in P belong to a restriction K c H of the original set of filters, Lemma 2.2 implies that the minimax robust filter for the original game belongs to such restriction of the set of filters. In some cases (see [46] , for example), the introduction of the set K allows the solution of the robust filtering problem for general sets of filters (class theorems), while dealing with easier, restricted sets. For the cases in which existence of a least favorable operating point implies existence of a saddle point solution (Subsection II-B) but a least favorable does not exist for the original uncertainty set Q, an extension P 1 Q can be sought such that the right side of (2.19) is attained at some point and the corresponding filter should still be robust. The next theorem which imposes very mild restrictions on the uncertainty set and follows from previous results, serves to illustrate this point. Then, there exists a minimax robust filter for (H, e, M) and it is given by the optimal filter for the least favorable operating point for (H, e, M).
Proof: Because of the assumed lower semicontinuity of M*(e), and using Lemma 2.2, the filter of a saddle point solution to (H, Q, M) is a minimax robust filter for (H, Q, M). The assumed convexity of Q, and hence of Q ([lo]), and assumptions c) and e) are sufficient for the existence of such saddle point to be equivalent to M*(a) attaining its minimum on Q (Theorem 2.1). And this is assured by Q being a bounded, convex, and closed subset of a reflexive Banach space and by M*( 0) being lower semicontinuous on Q (cf. [3, th. 2.1.21) . 0
Sometimes there exists a nominal operating point qO such that the designer's uncertainty on the actual operating point is lessened by the fact that points closer, in some sense, to the nominal are more likely to occur than those more distant from it. This can be incorporated into the minimax filtering model, modifying the payoff function in such a way that points in the uncertainty class are penalized according to some distance from the nominal (D( q, qO)) chosen by the designer. Thusly, a soft constraint is appended to the original payoff penalizing the "player" that selects the operating point, M,h d = Mb d + Dh ad- (2.22) Note that now, the elements closer to qO are stronger candidates to be the worst case. Of course, all the previously presented results can be applied to the game with payoff function M,. Directly from the definition of regularity it is easy to see that (h,, q,.) is a regular pair for (H, Q, M) if and only if it is for (H, Q, M,). Besides, if the distance from the nominal point is a convex function, condition b) in Theorem 2.1 is also equivalent for both games.
A facet for which the soft minimax approach has been used (see [46] ) is in the derivation of bounds on the confidence around the nominal operating point which guarantee that the optimal filter in the absence of uncertainties is a solution to the soft minimax filtering problem.
F. Inverse Minimax Problem
Suppose that we are given a fixed element h, E H and the objective is to characterize the class of sets Q c % such that h, is a minimax robust filter for (H, Q, M) . The interest of this question stems from several reasons: a) it identifies the type and degree of uncertainties for which a given filter (possibly designed according to other criteria) is minimax robust; b) it reveals the uncertainty classes for which the minimax problem is certainty equivalent, i.e., the nominal filter is minimax robust; and c) it may give valuable insight into the solution of the direct minimax problem.
By restricting attention to minimax robust filters that form saddle-point solutions, it is easy to derive from (2.6) a simple necessary and sufficient condition on a set of operating points Q c d such that for some qO E Q, (h,, q,,) is a saddle-point of (H, Q, M) . To this end, let F( h,) = { q E 9, ho E argmmhEH M( h, q)}. Then there exists an operating point qO In Subsection III-A, the use of condition (2.23) is illustrated in the setting of matched filtering under signal or noise uncertainty.
III. APPLICATIONS
In order to illustrate the application of the tools developed in the previous section to particular cases, here we investigate several problems in signal detection and estimation with modeling uncertainties, namely, matched filtering, minimum mean-square error filtering, quadratic detection, and output-energy filtering. The application of the above results to the minimax state estimation and linear quadratic optimal control of linear systems with uncertain second-order statistics has been discussed in [46] where it is shown that they provide a framework in which previous results dedicated to the steady-state solution for timeinvariant systems can be generalized.
One of the main results presented above (Theorem 2.1) stated that (for convex uncertainty classes and payoff functions) the regularity of a pair of filter and operating point implies that the least favorability of the operating point is a necessary and sufficient condition for the pair to be a saddle point solution. Therefore, of principal interest here is to test the restrictiveness of the regularity condition for particular payoff functions. Another point that will be Theorem 3.1: Denote h, = h*(s,, 2,) and define the addressed in each case is the use of the approach proposed functional f: &'X 38'X 9 X 9 X [0, l] -+ C where Q: is the in Subsection II-Cb) for finding worst operating points via complex scalar field of #by separation of UnCertaintieS. It Will be seen that this method can be applied in a wide generality of cases in which the f( a, b, A, B, a) uncertainty classes are only required to be independent A (b -Bh*(a, A), h*(a -ar(a -(Cartesian products of uncertainty subclasses).
In all the problems presented we employ general Hilbert space settings that allow the accommodation of the usual formulations in continuous or discrete time and in the time or frequency domains.
A. Matched Filtering
A signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio is defined at some instant of time at the output of a linear system driven by a deterministic signal embedded in additive noise. The system that maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio is known as the matched filter for that particular pair of signal and noise statistics. The following formulation of the problem (see [35] ) is used here. Let s E Z'and h E 3'Z'be the signal and filter functions, and let Z E .Y be the noise operator, where Z'is a Hilbert space with inner product ( . , .) and 9 is a set of bounded, linear, real, (self-adjoint) positive operators mapping #into itself. Then the signal-to-noise ratio of the filter at a selected time instant is the real-valued functional defined by SNR(h; s, Z) = I(h, s)l'/(h, Zh).
(3.1) Suppose now that the signal and noise operator pair is known to belong to some fixed uncertainty set Q, and we are interested in finding a minimax robust filter for (Z, Q, SNR). Following the definitions given in Subsection II-A we will denote by h*(s, Z) the matched filter for (s, Z). In fact, this denotes an equivalence class of elements of X-related by a nonzero multiplicative scalar-and as it is shown via the Schwarz inequality, it satisfies Zh*(s, 2) = s.
(3.2) Note that since Z is not necessarily invertible, the existence of a matched filter for a particular pair of signal and noise is not assured. However, the positivity of I: implies that when equation (3.2) has a solution it is unique. The optimum SNR attainable for a particular pair is denoted by SNR*(s, Z) = sup SNR(h; s, Z) = (s, h*(s, Z)), h&P (3.3) and a pair of signal and noise (sa, Z,) E Q is said to be least favorable for (2, Q, SNR) if (so, &> E arg ( FQSNR*(s, 2). (3.4) s, E It can be shown (see [35] ) that the signal-to-noise ratio defined by (3.1) is convex in any convex uncertainty set for every h E &'(however it is not concave in the set of filters). Therefore it is of interest to find under what conditions a given pair of filter and signal/noise is regular. The following result provides an answer to this question. (3.9) Thus, taking lim, 1 ,, (l/cr)[ .I, and using the continuity condition of the theorem, the desired result is obtained. 0
We have seen in the last theorem that under a mild continuity condition on the behavior of the matched filter around a given operating point (sL, ZL), this point and its optimal filter form a regular pair. Furthermore, it can be proved (see Appendix B) that the invertibility of Z, is sufficient for that continuity condition to hold. Therefore, the conclusion is that when the uncertainty class Q is convex (and when the above continuity condition holds) the problem of finding a minimax robust matched filter is reduced to that of finding a least favorable pair of signal and noise. Now we are going to direct our attention to the important special case in which the uncertainties in signal and noise are independent of each other, i.e., Q = S X N. (3.12) with F(x, y) = x*/y. Consequently, using (2.16), (sL, Z,) is the worst operating point for h, if and only if (3.10) and (3.11) hold. 0 pemarks: No assumption of convexity in the uncertainty class is needed for the last result and although, in general, iterative procedures are needed to find the minimax robust filter from the conditions of Theorem 3.2, for several uncertainty classes of practical interest (3.10) and (3.11) result in sets of equations with straightforward solutions [48] .
Dealing with convex independent uncertainty classes and using the directional derivative approach mentioned in Subsection II-Ca), a saddle point (hL,(sL, 2,)) was characterized in [35] by the condition 2Re {(s, hL)} -(sL, hL) -(hL, xh,) 2 0 (3.13) for every (s, 2) E S X N. In [44] it was shown that this is equivalent to condition 3) of Theorem 3.2 and (b h.) 5 Re Us, hL)) for all s E S. (3.14)
It is interesting to note that if S is convex then (3.10) and (3.14) are equivalent. To see this, suppose that (3.14) fails to hold for some element si E S. Then let s, = (1 -a)sL + (~si, which belongs to S since this set is convex, and consider and consequently condition (3.10) does not hold. On the other hand, that (3.14) implies (3.10) for an arbitrary set is obvious. Because of its geometric structure and the nonuniqueness of the optimal filter, matched filtering is especially suited for illustrating the application of (2.23) in the solution of the inverse minimax problem. Here we deal only with cases in which there exists signal or noise uncertainty but not both. a) Signal Uncertainty: Suppose that the filter h, E ~'6 and the noise operator Z, E 9 are given. Then h, is a minimax robust matched filter if and only if the signal uncertainty set 9' is such that span { Z,h, } meets the subset of 9 closest to (span { h, })' . This follows from (2.23), F(h,) 
(J'-, h,,) = (2, E JV, (h,,(Z -Z,)h,)
I 0, for all Z E J}, and F(h,) = {Z: E 9, Zh, E span {so}). Hence the only characteristic of the class of operators JV that is relevant for the fulfillment of condition (2.23), is the set Y* c L%', to which the fixed element h, E #is mapped by the operators in JV, i.e., Y* = {x E x, 32 E JV, Zh, = x}.
Then the necessary and sufficient condition for h, to be a minimax robust matched filter is that the subset of Y* furthest from (span { h, })' meet span s,,.
B. Linear Minimum Mean-Square Error (mmse) Filtering
Suppose that the output of a given linear filter when driven by a stochastic process {Z,, 7 E T} is denoted by {XT, r E T}. Given a fixed time t and the joint second-order statistics of { Z,, 7 E T } and another process {X,, 7 E T}, the classical (Wiener) filtering problem is to find the filter for which the mean-square difference E [ I X, -Xl]'] is minimized. In a Hilbert space setting, suppose that h E *is the filter function, I/J E xrepresents the cross statistics (e.g., crosscorrelation or cross power spectrum) between { Z,, r E T. } and X,, Z E 9 is an operator representing the second order statistics (e.g., autocorrelation or power spectrum) of { Z;, 7 E T }, and g'(t) = E [ ]XJ*], with 3Y a Hilbert space with 'inner product ( * , a) and 9 a set of bounded,'linear, real, (self-adjoint) positive operators mapping #'into itself. Then, the real functional mse(h; \I/, 2) = (5, Zh) -(h, $> -(J/, h) + g.:(t) (3.18) represent; the aforementioned mean-square error (mse) E[ IX, -XJ2] for a suitably defined Hilbert space #(see Appendix C for an example). If J/ E #is in the range of h, = h*($,, 2,) if and only if Z: E B, there exists a unique solution, h*(#, Z), to the equation Oh W 5 Re WY VI for all # E S (3.24) (3.19) and it is easy to see that the penalty function in (3.18) can be put in the form mse(h; $, 2) = (h -h*($, x>, x(h -h*(G, 2))) -(h*(rC/, z), 4) + &x:(t). (3.20) Therefore, it follows from the positivity of the operator Z that h*(#, Z) is indeed the optimal filter for (J/, 2).
If there exists a convex uncertainty set Q c XX 9, such that (I,L, Z) E Q, and the minimax filtering game is (%', Q, -mse), the payoff function is convex in Q for every filter, and is concave in x for every operating point. Therefore, the application of minimax theorems and Theorem 2.1 can be investigated for this filtering game. Examples of the application of minimax theorems to various problems in minimum mean-square error filtering can be found in [33] and [43] , for instance. Concerning the application of Theorem 2.1, the following result, analogous to Theorem 3.1, is relevant. We have just seen how a Hilbert space formulation Ff the problems of matched filtering and Wiener filtering results in sufficient conditions for regularity of pairs of filters and operating points that possess the same structure. It is perhaps worth mentioning that not every particular case of both problems fits into a Hilbert space setting; however, the results presented here give an indication of what type of conditions for regularity should be expected in such cases.
Apropos of the worst operating point approach to the search for saddle points it is straightforward to see that when the uncertainties in 1c, and 2 are independent, i.e., Q = S X N, (qL, 2,) is the worst operating point for and 0 I (hL, & -Z)h,) for all Z E N, (3.25) which coincide with those obtained in the matched filtering problem, (3.14) and (3.11), for convex uncertainty classes. However, it is interesting to advert to the independence of the uncertainties in Ic, and Z; inasmuch as IJ and Z represent, respectively, the crosscorrelation of X, and Z, and the autocorrelation of Z,, independence of their uncertainties constitutes a gross assumption in important cases. For instance, consider the usual case in which the stochastic process X, represents a signal and Z, represents the same signal plus additive independent noise. Then it is natural to model independently the uncertainties in the autocorrelation or power spectrum of the signal and the noise which implies that the uncertainties in J, and Z are dependent.
Another relevant issue at this point concerns the use of the mean-square error as a penalty function for robust filtering. In some applications the goal of the linear filter design is to provide a process { &;, 7 E T }, whose shape resembles more closely (in mean-square sense) that of { X,, 7 E T }, without specific interest on the absolute amplitude of the waveform. In such case, the corresponding penalty function should be the normalized mse with respect, for example, to the energy level of X,, i.e., &Jt). It is clear that in the classical case in which this quantity is assumed to be perfectly known, the normalized and unnormalized versions of the mse result in the same optimal filter. However, in the minimax robust filtering case in which gx(t) is known only to belong to some set, the robust filter solutions for both penalty functions do not need to coincide. Note that using the unnormalized mse it is possible, for example, that an amplified version of the input signal (in the aforementioned case in which Z, represents a signal plus noise) can be less favorable for robust filtering than the signal itself. Therefore, care should be taken in using the penalty function that best suits every specific application of minimax robust minimum mean-square error filtering. A similar issue arises in other minimax minimum mean-square error problems (see [4] , [46] ).
C. Quadratic Receiver
In a quadratic receiver the detection of a stochastic signal embedded in additive independent zero-mean noise is based on a quadratic form of the input with operator H E &? (a set of bounded, linear, real, self-adjoint operators mapping a separable Hilbert space %'into itself). A possible criterion for choosing H given the second order statistics of signal and noise is to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the quadratic test statistic; in particular here we consider the (deflection) ratio between the mean of the output due to the signal squared, and the variance of the output due to the noise (see [15] ). If A E Y and Z E B (where Y and 9 are sets of bounded, linear, real, self-adjoint, nonnegative operators mapping #into itself) represent the power spectrum or autocorrelation of signal and noise, respectively, and the noise is a Gaussian process, it can be shown (cf. [l] ) that the deflection can be expressed in the form DEF(H;A,Z)=itr'{HA}/tr{HZHZ}. It is well-known that the output of this quadratic receiver, optimal in terms of deflection, approximates a sufficient statistic for Gaussian signal detection in Gaussian noise for small signal-to-noise ratio situations (see [50] ). In order to apply the results of existence of minimax robust solutions for convex uncertainty classes, the first step is, as before, to check the concavity/convexity of the payoff function in (3.26). Unfortunately, it can be shown that it is neither concave in the filter set for arbitrary A and Z, nor convex in 9 for arbitrary H and A. A fortiori it is not convex in the uncertainty set for a given filter. However, from the linearity of trace and the convexity of the parabola it is easy to see that the payoff function is convex in Yfor arbitrary H and Z. Therefore, the application of Theorem 2.1 is restricted to the cases in which the noise operator is known and is founded on the following result. where the fact that for every A E Y there exists an optimal filter has been used. 0
We have shown that because of the lack of convexity in the noise operator of the deflection (3.26), the presently available results concerning existence of robust filters are not applicable to the case in which both the signal and noise second-order statistics are inaccurately known. Note that other generalized signal-to-noise ratios that have been proposed in the literature for quadratic receiver design (see [16] , [47] ) fail even to provide convexity in the signal operator. Nevertheless, when both types of uncertainties are present and they are independent, i.e., A E S c SPand Z E N c 8, it is still possible to treat the problem by the characterization of saddle point solutions via search for worst operating points proposed in Section II-Cb). In that respect, it is easy to see in (3.26) that both uncertainties are separable and that the worst pair of signal and noise operators for a filter H is characterized by Then, recalling the definition of saddle point, in order for (HL, (A,, 2,)) to be a saddle point solution to (W, S X N, DEF) it is necessary and sufficient that HL = H *(AL, Z,), A, = A*(H,), and Z, = Z*(H,). Note that for the above mentioned generalized signal-to-noise ratios, a characterization of the worst operating point akin to (3.32) and (3.33) is not possible because the uncertainties are no longer separable for those payoff functions.
D. Output Energy Filtering
When a stochastic signal embedded in zero-mean additive noise is processed by a linear filter, a performance criterion used in certain applications such as seismic data processing and sonar (see [38] ) is the ratio between the energy of the output due to the signal and that due to the noise at a selected time instant. Analogously to the above filtering situations, h E Z represents the filter transfer function or impulse response, A E Yand Z E 9 represent the signal and noise operators (autocorrelation or power spectrum), where Yand 9 are sets of bounded, linear, real, self-adjoint nonnegative and positive operators, respectively, mapping the Hilbert space Pinto itself. Then, the energy signal-to-noise ratio can readily be seen to be E(h; A, Z) = $' ;;; . > (3.34)
This payoff function displays several interesting relationships with those cases treated above. For instance, in the special case in which the signal is deterministic and square integrable (s E Z), (3.34) reduces to (3.1) by defining the signal operator by Ah = (h, 8)s. (3.35) On the other hand, consider the special type of quadratic receiver consisting of a linear filter followed by a square law device. If the signal and noise are jointly Gaussian processes, then the variance of the output of the receiver is proportional to the square of the variance of the output of the linear filter, and therefore the deflection of the output of the receiver is proportional to the square of the energy ratio (3.34).
Following the above usage, we denote by E *(A, Z) the optimum performance attainable in (A, Z). Then, E *(A, Z) can be shown to be the maximum generalized eigenvalue of the regular pencil (h, (A -XZ)h), (cf. [14] ), and the optimum filter, if exists, is a nonzero element satisfying [E*(A, Z)Z -A] h*(A, Z) = 0.
(3.36)
Now we suppose that the operating point belongs to some uncertainty set Q c YX 9, then the corresponding regularity result is the following. In order to employ this theorem in the problem of existence of saddle points (Theorem 2.1) when Q is a convex set, we need to investigate the convexity of the payoff function in Q. E(h; a, Z) is linear and therefore convex in the signal operator. Moreover it can be shown using the method in ([19, lemma 61 ) that E(h; A, *) is convex in the noise operator. Unfortunately for arbitrary h E X', the payoff function is not convex in Q (recall that the function x/y is not convex). Thus, in this case Theorem 2.1 can only be used when there is uncertainty in either the signal or noise operator, but not in both.
A formally similar continuity condition was sufficient for regularity in the cases of matched and Wiener filtering. We showed (Appendix B) that in these instances the invertibility of Z, is sufficient for such continuity condition to be fulfilled. It is interesting to notice that this fact does not hold for the minimax robust output energy filtering problem. To see this, consider the following simple counterexample. Let &'= lR2 and suppose that the noise operator is known to be the identity, and that the signal operator uncertainty set is described by a set of diagonal matrices S = {diag{l + E, 1 + S}; z, S E [0, A] which implies that for any given nonzero h,, there exist elements in the convex uncertainty class S for which the right side of (3.42) is not o( CX).
If the uncertainties in signal and noise are independent, then the payoff in (3.34) shows clearly that both uncertainties are separable, and that the corresponding worst operating point conditions are A*(h) E arg*ein(h, Ah) (3.43) and Z*(h) E argpi;(h, Zh). (3.44)
Note that if there exist minimal and maximal elements in S and N, respectively, they are the worst operating point for any filter. (Incidentally this fact provides a straightforward solution for the minimax robustness problem of the above regularity counterexample.)
IV. SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS
The use of optimal filters for least favorable operating points constitutes the main approach to the robust filtering problem. The justification for this method lies on two features that one often encounters in applications, namely, the solution to the optimal filtering problem for a fixed operating point is well known, and explicit expressions for the optimum achievable performance at every operating point are available. In such cases the problem of finding a robust filter is reduced to the search of the minimizing argument of the optimum performance function over the uncertainty set. indicates that the optimal filter for a least favorable operating point is minimax robust whenever the sufficient conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, i.e., the uncertainty set is convex, the payoff function is convex on the uncertainty set and the least favorable and its optimal filter form a regular pair. It is important to note that since the uncertainty set is only required to be convex, Theorem 2.1 does not provide any result concerning the existence of least favorable operating points. An alternative approach that does not need to use the least favorable operating point concept in order to obtain the minimax robust solution, consists in the direct computation of a saddle point solution suggested by its definition. While the optimal filtering stage of this simultaneous procedure is, as we mentioned, assumed to be answered by the classical theory, the search for worst operating points can be a cumbersome problem, especially when several types of uncertainties are present. However, we saw that under certain conditions on the payoff function, and if the various uncertainties are assumed to be independent, the search for worst operating points can be decoupled into several minimization problems. Whenever this direct approach is followed it is convenient to guarantee in advance the existence of a saddle point solution; this can be accomplished by using a minimax theorem (if, for example, the payoff is concave-convex and the sets of filters and operating points are compact) or by using Theorem 2.1 if a least favorable operating point is known to exist (and the sufficient conditions therein are fulfilled). Note that the worst operating point approach accounts for the explicit solutions found in Kalman filtering and matched filtering under uncertain second order statistics in [46] and [48] ; however, this approach was not identified as being separate from the computation of least favorable operating points in these previous works.
Of some relevance is the fact that frequently, even if the game does not have a least favorable operating point (e.g., consider the uncertainty class of Appendix A defined by a strict inequality), a minimax robust filter does exist and can be obtained with the aforementioned results through the introduction of an interchangeable game-a device that has been used also in the proof of extended robustness results (class theorems) by considering restricted sets of filters (see [46] ).
The, application of these results has been illustrated in several statistical signal processing problems which have been treated in an abstract Hilbert space framework. This has allowed us to show that the worst operating point characterizations for independent uncertainties and the sufficient conditions for regularity are strikingly similar in the problems of matched and Wiener filtering. The robust matched filtering results of [35] have been generalized in two directions: the characterization of saddle point solutions for independent uncertainties and the relaxation of the sufficient conditions for equivalence between least favorability and the saddle point condition. On the other hand, since compactness of the operating point set is not necessary for the existence of least favorable elements and the filter set need not be topologized for the application of Theorem 2.1, the results derived for the linear mmse filtering problem complement those obtainable through the use of minimax theorems for concave-convex payoff functions (cf. [43] ). In addition, the proof of Theorem 3.3 has pointed out that in contrast with the directional derivative approach employed in [34] , the use of the regularity condition does not require explicit expressions for the optimum achievable payoff at every operating point.
The main shortcoming of Theorem 2.1 is, possibly, the requirement for the payoff function to be convex on the uncertainty set. This is illustrated by the case of quadratic detection and output energy filtering for which the use of least favorable elements for obtaining minimax filters cannot be guaranteed with the available results when there are uncertainties in the noise operator for quadratic detection and when there are simultaneous uncertainties in the signal and noise operators for output energy filtering. In these cases, the direct search for saddle points (for which no existence result is known) is the only approach available. Finally, in the output energy filtering problem, a similar continuity condition to those found in the Wiener and matched filtering cases was shown to be sufficient in order to guarantee regularity; however, for this problem, invertibility of the noise operator does not imply such continuity condition and a counterexample in which regularity does not hold is shown.
As these and other applications investigated elsewhere [45] , [46] indicate, the results of Section II provide a systematic procedure for dealing with design problems involving uncertain models in a wide variety of situations. APPENDIX A Worst Operating Point for Normed Uncertainty Classes Lemma A.1: Suppose that the uncertainty subclass Q, is a subset of a Hilbert space Yand is some neighborhood around a nominal element described by Q, = {x E 9, 11.x -x011 2 A}, where the norm is that of the Hilbert space 9. Suppose that the goal is to find the worst operating point for a given filter h E H, and that f(h, .): Y-+ 5% defined through (A7) for all OL E [0, t] and 6 = (1 -t)c -tllBll > 0. Since A, is selfadjoint positive, its range is dense. This fact and (A7) imply that A, is invertible for LX E [0, t] (see [17, th. 21 .3]), and it is easy to see that the (operator) norm of its inverse is uniformly bounded, i.e., llA,'II I 6-l.
(A@ Considering that, by the definition of h*( a,, A ,), we have that Ao[h*(aa, A,) -h*(a, A)] = a(a -Bh*(a, A)) (A9) and applying A ; ' to both sides of (A9) and using the bound in (A8), we obtain, Ilh*(aa,Aa) -h*(a,A)II = Wi'[a -Bh*(a,A)]II I a8-'jja -Bh*(a, A)ll, (AlO) which, in turn, implies (A4). 0
Note that, by the Banach inverse theorem (e.g., [29] ), since A, is linear and continuous its inverse (if it exists) is bounded. However, this would not be enough for the previous proof, since it requires that A ; ' is uniformly bounded in a neighborhood of a = 0.
Applying the Schwarz inequality and the result of Lemma A.2, the invertibility of the operator Z, is sufficient in order for the continuity condition (CC) of Theorem 3.1 (matched filtering) and Theorem 3.3 (linear mean-square error filtering).
We illustrate here the application of the general Hilbert space setting used in Section III, to the cases of causal matched filtering and causal minimum mean-square filtering in the time domain. Our main purpose is to show how the previously defined functionals and optimality equations correspond to the usual ones when dealing with specific formulations of the problems.
The Hilbert space in which we are interested in this case is #= L2[to, t], i.e., the space of real valued functions, Lebesgue measurable and square integrable on the interval [to, t] , with to and t fixed and such that -00 4 to < t < 00, with inner product defined by 
